
Lord of the Flies Crossword

Across
1. Jack went from friend to ___
3. Used to establish the existence of ghosts
6. Imitated in the ritualistic dances
9. Created fear in the boys

12. Fought with Ralph in the hut
13. A wild pig
14. Expression of the Lord of the Flies’ face
15. Appeared during the heat of the afternoon
17. Simon realized the beast was horrible but ___
18. The guard on duty at Castle Rock
21. Built sandcastles
23. What Jack was wearing at the end of the book

   Down
2. The number of boys who disappeared in the first

fire
4. What Jack's group became
5. Sound made by a pig
7. The object of the raid on Ralph's camp
8. A word to describe men's hearts at the end

10. Created the problems on the island
11. Ralph's obsession
12. Abbreviation for those who are "the best at

everything"
14. What Jack thought the beast should receive
16. Site of Jack’s fortress
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25. Where the littluns thought the beast came from
27. Couldn't remember his former address
30. The parachutist first appeared in the chapter

"Beast from ___"
32. The only one who realized the nature of the beast
34. The direction the island seemed to be moving
36. Setting of the novel
37. The type of government Ralph wanted
38. Blinded Ralph when he tried to re-start the fire
39. Past tense of what the boys wanted to do after Jack

killed the pig
40. Robert's reaction to the pig dance
42. Thrown to miss
43. At first the boys decided to ___ a leader
45. Broken in Jack's attack on Piggy
48. A word to describe Simon
49. A word Simon used to describe the beast
51. Symbol of order
53. Officer compared their island to this one
56. Ralph's final reaction to the events on the island

was to ___
57. Paradise
58. Path used to track the pigs

18. A word to describe what the boys' behaviour
became

19. "It's ___ go"
20. Threw stones at Henry
22. Interrupted Piggy’s conversation with Ralph when

they first met
24. Appeared in Ralph’s dreams
26. What the flowers resembled in Simon’s hideaway
28. Ralph came to accept that not being ___ was

normal
29. The type of person Roger was
31. Built for shelter
32. A word used by the Lord of the Flies to describe

Simon
33. Liberated Jack into savagery
35. What most of the boys were to Piggy
41. Simon's physical condition after the conversation

with the Lord of the Flies
44. The effect of the sun’s rays on the boys
46. What the boys wanted to do after Jack killed the

pig
47. What the boys wanted from the adult work
50. Became the hunters
52. Caused by the tube
54. Jack was compared to this more than once
55. The boys’ reaction to the darkness


